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The shtetl - a unique kind of town inhabited by Jews and Christians of various ethnicities, a cultural 

phenomenon particular to Central and Eastern Europe, strongly influenced the local cultural landscape. 

Despite the lasting traces of Jewish presence over many centuries in the areas where we live, i.e. Polish, 

Ukrainian and Belarusian borderland, so far the local memorial sites related to Jewish history and 

culture have not been sufficiently appreciated as valuable items of European, as well as local heritage.  

The idea for the “Shtetl Routes” project, realized since 2013, is based on the experience gleaned from 

the documentary, artistic and educational work completed with regards to the Jewish cultural heritage 

of Lublin, which has been ongoing in the “Grodzka Gate - NN Theatre” Centre since 1992. The main 

goal of the project is to develop tools for supporting cultural tourism and local development. 

 

Some of the key questions we put forward at the beginning of our work were: How to talk about shtetl 

heritage? How should we, the current and mostly non-Jewish residents, talk about Jewish cultural 

heritage? How can we present this heritage as a part of cultural tourism? How do we avoid the pitfalls 

of commercialization, simplification and repetition of stereotypes? How can we show Jewish heritage 

as the common heritage of both the descendants of Eastern European Jews and the present-day 

inhabitants of the borderland? 

 

The presentation will briefly show the project results (tourist trails, tour guides trainings, guidebook, 

multimedia resources) and focus on contexts of Jewish heritage tourism in the Pl-BY-UA borderland. I 

will characterize assets of Jewish cultural heritage in the researched area, detail what kinds of 

stakeholders are active in the field of Jewish heritage tourism, and finally, show what types of products 

are available and the kind of story which is told. 
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